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Accrual accounting
is for the public
sector too
A perspective for Arab
central governments
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Over the past decade central governments in various
countries around the world have adopted1 or are
implementing2 accrual accounting, moving from their
legacy cash or modified cash basis of accounting. This
is illustrated in Figure 1 and this trend is expected to
continue in the years to come.
Figure 1 – Indicative adoption of accrual accounting by
central governments in the past 10 years
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Many central governments are also electing to adopt
International Public Sector Accounting Standards
(IPSAS): standards issued by the International Public
Sector Accounting Standards Board (IPSASB) that
develops accounting standards for public sector entities.
The accrual IPSAS are based on International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS), issued by the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) where the
requirements of these standards are applicable to the
public sector. The accrual IPSAS also deal with public
sector-specific financial reporting issues that are not
dealt with in IFRS.3
Central governments implementing accrual accounting
IPSAS have identified a number of expected benefits
and these are described in Figure 2 below.
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Clearly this global trend is proof that central
governments see the benefits of implementing accrual
accounting IPSAS.
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The status of accrual accounting adoption in
Arab central governments
In line with the global trend, Arab central governments
have taken a step forward in the development of their
public sector financial management through the
adoption of accrual accounting IPSAS.
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Figure 2 – Expected benefits of implementing accrual accounting IPSAS
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Benefits of accrual accounting IPSAS
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Enhanced reporting
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Public sector

Out of the 22 Arab League member states, five central
governments are implementing accrual accounting
IPSAS, which include Morocco, Kuwait, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE), Jordan and Comoros Islands (see figure
3). This is based on official announcements issued by
the Ministries of Finance of these countries. Worth
mentioning is that although these central governments
are implementing accrual accounting for their financial
statements, they have maintained their budgets on
cash basis or modified cash basis.
These Arab central governments show promising
progress in the accrual accounting IPSAS adoption
programs, which have so far led to updating relevant
laws and regulations, redesigning chart of accounts,
developing new accounting policies and processes and
implementing financial management information
systems. A key interim success milestone yet to be
achieved is the preparation of consolidated financial
statements for central government departments.
Top four challenges facing Arab central
governments
There are four key challenges that have the most
significant impact on the efforts of Arab central
governments during the adoption of accrual
accounting IPSAS:
• Realistic program timeline and appropriate planning
The common timeline of accrual accounting adoption
is usually 5-7 years, keeping in mind the differences in
size and complexity of respective central governments.
It is wise to balance the leadership aspiration of the
program timeline with the reality on the ground,
taking into consideration capabilities and constraints
of the central government, its related entities and
involved stakeholders.

It is fundamental to ensure that planning incorporates
a clear transition strategy, a detailed adoption
roadmap that also takes into consideration other
government initiatives and sets a comprehensive
program budget.

There are four key challenges that have
the most significant impact on the efforts
of Arab central governments during the
adoption of accrual accounting IPSAS
Figure 3 – Arab countries implementing accrual accounting as of August 2015
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Effective advance planning is key to setting an
achievable target timeline and obtaining the required
resources. Although such planning may be perceived
as costly, it saves total adoption program investments
and reduces the probability of delays.
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Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE)
identification and recognition is an
effort to be driven with force and focus,
with a ‘can do’ attitude, to avoid
getting preoccupied with information
constraints
• Buy-in of operational government leadership
It is not uncommon for accrual accounting IPSAS
programs to face delays in obtaining the required
information and support from other operational
non-finance functional teams. For example: obtaining
information from Human Resources (HR) departments
on employee post-service benefits to recognize
associated liability or collaborating with the Projects
Department to account for capital projects as assets.
Government finance leaders responsible for the
accrual accounting IPSAS adoption program need to
take into consideration the role of operational leaders
and the influence these operational leaders have on
the success of various activities in the adoption
program.
To enable productive cooperation and timely
support, finance leaders have to hold well-organized
and targeted orientation sessions for the operational
leaders and their teams to explain the impact and
benefits of the accrual accounting IPSAS adoption
program to their respective functional areas. As part
of the orientation effort, the usefulness of accrualbased financial statements should be emphasized,
especially that operational leaders continue to follow
the cash-based budgets in securing their funding.
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• Finance department employees capacity and
technical accounting support
It is the finance and accounting employees in
government entities implementing accrual accounting
IPSAS who will make this transformation a reality and
who, on top of their daily operations and spending
time on transition activities, need to learn about
accrual accounting IPSAS, which is different from
their legacy cash/modified-cash basis.
Accrual accounting IPSAS program leaders should
therefore evaluate the capacity of finance department
employees and ensure a proper distribution of the
workload.
Training on the basics of accrual accounting and
the framework of IPSAS is also important to help
employees understand how to implement the new
operations. This has to be combined with the
provision of regular and accessible on-site technical
guidance on accrual accounting IPSAS to enable
practical learning on a gradual basis.
• Property, Plant and Equipment (PPE) recognition
Identifying and recognizing Property, Plant and
Equipment (PPE) as referred to under IPSAS, is a critical
component in determining the opening balances of
the Statement of Financial Position at first-time
adoption.
Recognition of PPE is seen as a challenge due to
the difficulty of identifying, counting and finding
historical records of PPE. Too often governments
and related entities continue to struggle to find
historical records (e.g. roads network built 50 years
ago for which original documents do not exist.) The
recommendation is to find practical alternatives to
establish the deemed cost.4
PPE identification and recognition is an effort to be
driven with force and focus, with a ‘can do’ attitude,
to avoid getting preoccupied with information
constraints.
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Learning from peer countries
There are a number of well-known leading nations
that are advanced in their public sector financial
management such as Australia, New Zealand, the
United Kingdom and Canada. In addition to learning
from their experiences, it would be beneficial for Arab
central governments to look at recent experiences of
peer nations who have a similar central government
structure, size of economy and government complexity.
Our recommended list of peer countries is based on
government revenue and expenditures and the current
state of adoption of accrual accounting. These peer
countries are Indonesia, Turkey, Switzerland, Nigeria,
South Africa, Austria, Malaysia, Singapore, Chile and
the Cayman Islands (see figures 4 and 5.)

It would be beneficial for Arab central
governments to look at recent
experiences of peer nations who have
a similar central government structure,
size of economy and government
complexity

Figure 4 – Recommended peer countries as of August 2015
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Figure 5 – Peer countries relative to Arab governments based on government revenue and expenditures 2014
General government expenditure (US$ billion) 2014
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Source: IMF
Note: General government expenditure and revenue in absolute US$ terms are calculated by taking General government revenue as a
percentage of GDP for 2014. For Syria, Palestine, Cayman Islands and Somalia the general government expenditure as percentage of GDP
data is not available for 2014.

The timeline of the accrual accounting adoption
program of these peer countries has been between 7 to
10 years.5 The emphasis is on publishing consolidated
government accrual-based financial statements at the
end of the program. Learning from these countries’
experience may fast-track the adoption program by the
Arab central governments.
The way forward
For Arab central governments currently implementing
accrual accounting IPSAS or under active consideration,
it must be kept in mind that the first milestone of
success is to produce consolidated financial statements
for central government departments.
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Any effort of system implementation, training,
asset recognition, without leading to the development
of financial statements, is short of the goal. From there
on, further developments continue around improving
financial reporting based on audit findings and aiming
for consolidated government (including government
financial statements departments, agencies6 and public
enterprises.)
The choice of these financial statements being made
public or remaining internal to the government is a
different question. With the global trend of transparency
and accountability to citizens, the publication of these
statements is more likely to happen than not.
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To help design an accrual accounting IPSAS adoption
program or reassess an existing one, we suggest eight
critical components shown in figure 6 below.
With the amount of global progress and available
regional and international know-how, the feasibility of
successful implementation of accrual accounting IPSAS
is better than ever before.
by Mohammad Jallad, Principal, Audit, Deloitte
Middle East and Faisal Darras, Senior Manager,
Operations, Consulting, Deloitte Middle East

Endnotes
1. Adopted is a term indicating that the government completed the
implementation of accrual accounting and prepares accrual-based
financial statements.
2. Implementing/implementation is a term used to refer to the
process of actually implementing accrual accounting.
3. Handbook of International Public Sector Accounting
Pronouncements, 2014 Edition, Volume 1, Pg1.
4. Deemed cost: an amount used as a surrogate for acquisition cost
or depreciated cost at a given date (IPSAS 33 para. 9).
5. Deloitte research.
6. Agencies refer to central government-controlled entities with
non-market activities.

Figure 6 – Eight critical components of accrual accounting IPSAS programs

For successful adoption of accrual
accounting IPSAS, it is essential to develop
relevant communication and change
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resistance and motivate stakeholders.
Entities going through
transition need to have a
clear understanding of the
audit requirement during
and post-adoption. Audit
findings help improve the
financial statements to
enable full compliance
with IPSAS.

For successful
implementation
financial and accounting
employees need to have
sufficient capacity to
support the program,
have access to technical
accounting guidance and
a structured training plan.

A clear plan with a phased approach must
be designed for the adoption of accrual
accounting IPSAS showing all key activities,
timelines and milestones for the transition
process. This will be coupled with an equally
detailed program budget.
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8 critical components
of accrual accounting
IPSAS Programs
Employee
capacity
building and
training

IPSAS adoption
senior oversight
committee

IT solution and
infrastructure

Recording accounting transactions
on accrual basis requires a financial
management information system and
associated infrastructure to facilitate
book-keeping, closing and reporting.

Property, Plant and
Equipment (PPE)
recognition and
valuation

The leading practice is to
set up and run a program
management office for
the accrual accounting
adoption program to
execute the program plan,
transition strategy, manage
key stakeholders and
address difficulties faced
during the conversion.

This senior oversight
committee will comprise of
the government’s top
sponsors of the program.
This committee takes strategic
decisions and is approached
to resolve government wide
challenges. They also play a
leadership role in ensuring the
collaboration of government
entities top management.

This is a focused initiative to identify
PPE controlled by the government, and
establish the initial value at recognition,
either at historical cost or deemed cost.
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